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Abstract20
For the first time, we have studied the rich internal structure of a magnetosheath high21
speed jet. Measurements by the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft reveal large-22
amplitude density, temperature, and magnetic field variations inside the jet. The propaga-23
tion velocity and normal direction of planar magnetic field structures (i.e., current sheets24
and waves) are investigated via four-spacecraft timing. We find structures to mainly con-25
vect with the jet plasma. There are indications of the presence of a tangential discontinu-26
ity. At other times, there are small cross-structure flows. Where this is the case, current27
sheets and waves overtake the plasma in the jet’s core region; ahead and behind that core28
region, along the jet’s path, current sheets are overtaken by the plasma, i.e., they move in29
opposite direction to the jet in the plasma rest frame. Jet structures are found to be mainly30
thermal and magnetic pressure-balance structures, notwithstanding that the dynamic pres-31
sure dominates by far. Although the jet is super-magnetosonic in the Earth’s frame of ref-32
erence, it is sub-magnetosonic with respect to the plasma ahead. Consequently, we find no33
fast shock. Instead, we find some evidence for (a series of) jets pushing ambient plasma34
out of their way, thereby stirring the magnetosheath and causing anomalous sunward flows35
in the subsolar magnetosheath. Furthermore, we find that jets modify the magnetic field in36
the magnetosheath, aligning it with their propagation direction.37
1 Introduction38
Jets in the magnetosheath, also called fast plasmoids, are transient localized en-39
hancements in dynamic pressure [e.g., Němeček et al., 1998; Savin et al., 2008; Karls-40
son et al., 2012], typically caused by increases in plasma velocity. Statistical studies have41
shown that jets occur more often downstream of the quasi-parallel bow shock [Archer and42
Horbury, 2013; Plaschke et al., 2013]. Thus, the occurrence of jets in the subsolar mag-43
netosheath is primarily controlled by the cone angle of the interplanetary magnetic field44
(IMF): stable, low IMF cone angle conditions being favorable for jet occurrence. Other45
solar wind parameters do not seem to have a major influence on the appearance of jets.46
The jets are associated with slightly larger solar wind velocities, magnetosonic Mach num-47
bers, and IMF strength, but lower solar wind densities. Jet occurrence is, in general, not48
noticeably enhanced by variations in the IMF or in other solar wind parameters [Plaschke49
et al., 2013].50
Nevertheless, jets are expected to occur and have been observed as a consequence51
of IMF discontinuities [e.g., Dmitriev and Suvorova, 2012; Archer et al., 2012]: Most triv-52
ially, the motion of the whole magnetosheath region due to changes in IMF may result in53
spacecraft observations of transient dynamic pressure changes [Sibeck and Gosling, 1996;54
Sibeck et al., 2000], although no true jets are created thereby. Those may be generated by55
interaction of IMF discontinuities with the bow shock or with reflected ions in the up-56
stream foreshock region, causing density enhancements and strong boundary-tangential57
flows in the magnetosheath [Lin et al., 1996a,b; Lin, 1997; Omidi and Sibeck, 2007]. Also58
hot flow anomalies that may result from IMF discontinuities have been associated with59
jets in the magnetosheath [e.g., Savin et al., 2012; Archer et al., 2014]. Overall, however,60
jets associated with discontinuities have been shown to constitute a minority [Archer and61
Horbury, 2013; Hietala and Plaschke, 2013].62
A relatively large majority of jets is observed downstream of the quasi-parallel bow63
shock, in the absence of IMF discontinuities. It is suggested that these jets are generated64
at undulations or ripples of the bow shock, where the solar wind plasma is compressed,65
but less decelerated and thermalized when passing through inclined shock surfaces [Hi-66
etala et al., 2009, 2012; Hietala and Plaschke, 2013]. Such undulations are inherent to the67
quasi-parallel shock; they are a consequence of the formation and reformation of the shock68
as steepened foreshock structures merge with it [Schwartz and Burgess, 1991; Omidi et al.,69
2005; Blanco-Cano et al., 2006a,b, 2009].70
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In comparison with the ambient magnetosheath plasma, jets typically feature (much)71
larger velocities, enhanced densities, as well as lower and more isotropic temperatures72
[Savin et al., 2008; Hietala et al., 2009; Amata et al., 2011; Archer et al., 2012; Plaschke73
et al., 2013]. Unlike the region downstream of the quasi-perpendicular shock where plasma74
has a higher temperature perpendicular to the magnetic field, downstream of the quasi-75
parallel shock temperatures are usually more isotropic anyway [Ellacott and Wilkinson,76
2007]. Within jets, the plasma is almost always super-Alfvénic and a non-negligible frac-77
tion of jets feature even super-magnetosonic plasma speeds in the observing spacecraft’s78
or Earth’s frame of reference [Plaschke et al., 2013], for which a secondary shock in the79
sheath closer to the magnetopause is expected [e.g., Hietala et al., 2012; Karimabadi et al.,80
2014].81
Jets link processes at the bow shock and in the upstream foreshock region with the82
magnetopause [Savin et al., 2012]. Upon impact, jets can generate large but localized mag-83
netopause indentations [Shue et al., 2009; Amata et al., 2011], launch (standing) magne-84
topause surface waves and inner-magnetospheric compressional fluctuations [Glassmeier85
and Heppner, 1992; Plaschke et al., 2009; Plaschke and Glassmeier, 2011; Archer et al.,86
2013a,b], or possibly trigger localized magnetopause reconnection [Hietala et al., 2012].87
Consequently, drift paths of radiation belt electrons [Elkington et al., 2003; Turner et al.,88
2012], ionospheric convection patterns, and ground magnetic fields [Hietala et al., 2012;89
Dmitriev and Suvorova, 2012; Archer et al., 2013b] may be affected. Recent results by Han90
et al. [2017] even suggest a possible link between diffuse dayside (throat) aurora observa-91
tions and jets impacting the dayside magnetopause.92
The severity of jet impacts should scale with their size. Distributions of scales sizes93
parallel and perpendicular to the jet’s direction of propagation have been found to be well-94
modeled by exponential functions with characteristic scales of 0.71 RE (parallel) and 1.34 RE95
(perpendicular), respectively [Plaschke et al., 2016a]. Here, RE denotes the Earth’s radius.96
The corresponding median duration of a jet is approximately 30 s [Plaschke et al., 2013].97
On average, jets are observed every 67 min (21 min) by single spacecraft in the subsolar98
magnetosheath, near the magnetopause, in general (under low IMF cone angle conditions:99
< 30◦). Due to the limited size of jets, it is obvious that many of them remain undetected100
by single spacecraft. Correspondingly, impact rates of jets onto the subsolar magnetopause101
should be much higher. As calculated by Plaschke et al. [2016a], large scale jets alone102
with cross-sectional diameters > 2 RE impact the subsolar magnetopause every 21 min103
(6 min under low IMF cone angle conditions), on average. Hence, jet impacts are very fre-104
quent.105
Despite this fact, little attention has been paid so far to the internal structure of jets,106
which should be of importance with respect to their interaction with the ambient plasma107
and with the magnetopause upon impact. The reason for this lack of attention might have108
been the limited time resolution of plasma moments of available spacecraft for highly109
transient phenomena.110
The four Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft, launched in March 2015,111
provide us with an excellent opportunity to have a closer look. Within burst data intervals,112
MMS fields and particle measurements are available with unprecedented time resolution113
[Torbert et al., 2016; Pollock et al., 2016], which is required, for instance, to capture rapid114
variations in plasma parameters. During their first science phase (1a), the MMS spacecraft115
were regularly traversing the dayside subsolar magnetosheath, flying in tight tetrahedral116
configuration with spacecraft separations on the order of 10 to 100 km [Burch et al., 2016].117
The high time resolution and spacecraft configuration allow us to use timing techniques118
in order to ascertain how jet substructures such as current sheets or wave phase fronts, if119
present, move inside the jet with respect to the plasma. In this paper, we pay particular120
attention to one jet out of a series that occurred on 27 December 2015, for which burst121
data are available, and focus on the internal magnetic field structure, its relation with the122
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We focus on the interval between 05:25 and 07:00 UT on 27 December 2015. MMS1127
fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) measurements [Russell et al., 2016], IMF measurements128
from NASA’s OMNI high resolution data set [King and Papitashvili, 2005], and mag-129
netic field measurements by the Geotail spacecraft are shown in the top three panels (a) to130
(c) of Figure 1 in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates. At 06:00 UT, the MMS1131
spacecraft was located at (11.1, −3.7, −1.1) RE in GSE, i.e., in the subsolar magnetosheath,132
slightly towards dawn. Geotail, instead, was observing the solar wind; it was located in133
the dusk sector at (6.7, 29.0, 3.8) RE. The positions of the spacecraft are illustrated in Fig-134
ure 2. The OMNI data correspond to Wind and ACE data that are taken near the L1 point135
and are propagated to the bow shock nose.136
Figure 1. Magnetic field measurements in the solar wind and in the magnetosheath. From top to bottom:
(a) MMS1 FGM magnetosheath observations, (b) OMNI IMF data, (c) Geotail IMF data, (d) IMF cone angle
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As can be seen in panel (a) of Figure 1, the MMS1 magnetic field measurements140
are relatively calm until about 05:51:50 UT (marked by dotted line). From this point on,141
major fluctuations are observed until approximately 06:50:00 UT. The fluctuations are typ-142
ical of the magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel shock. Indeed, a major change143
(discontinuity) in the IMF is observed in the OMNI data at 05:37:50 UT and in the Geo-144
tail data at 05:36:12 UT; both times are also marked by dotted lines in panels (b) and (c),145
respectively. As shown in panel (d), this discontinuity drastically lowers the IMF cone an-146
gle changing the character of the subsolar bow shock from quasi-perpendicular to quasi-147
parallel. The normal direction of the discontinuity is computed by minimum variance148
analysis of the OMNI magnetic field data. We obtain: ®nD = (−0.36, −0.69, 0.63) in GSE.149
A similar normal vector of (−0.36, −0.64, 0.67) is obtained by taking the cross product150
of the Geotail-measured magnetic field directions before and after 05:36:12 UT. Minimum151
variance directions obtained from Geotail data support these results, despite them being152
associated with higher uncertainties (lower intermediate to low eigenvalue ratios).153
Due to the large inclination of ®nD with respect to the GSE x-direction and the dis-154
tant position of Geotail, we expect and, indeed, find a significant time delay between the155
discontinuity observation by Geotail at 05:36:12 UT and the time from which the change156
in bow shock character affects the magnetosheath observed by MMS1 at 05:51:50 UT (see157
Figure 2).158
The end of the fluctuation interval at 06:50:00 UT nearly corresponds with the end159
of the low cone angle interval as seen by Geotail, at 06:48:23 UT. In the OMNI data, this160
cone angle change is predicted to arrive earlier at the bow shock nose, at around 06:37:30161
UT. The mean solar wind speed and proton density as given by the OMNI data set be-162
tween 05:37:50 UT and 06:37:30 UT are (530 ± 5) km/s and (2.9 ± 0.3) cm−3.163
Figure 2. Illustration of the positions of the Geotail and MMS spacecraft as well as the IMF discontinuity
at 05:36:12 UT in the GSE x-y-plane. Close-up of the situation at the MMS spacecraft after 05:51:50 UT,
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2.2 MMS Downstream of the Quasi-Parallel Shock167
MMS1 magnetosheath observations during the interval downstream of the quasi-168
parallel bow shock (interval of interest) are shown in Figure 3. The top panels (a) and169
(b) show the FGM-measured magnetic field ®B in GSE and its modulus | ®B |. These are170
16 Hz fast survey measurements, smoothed by computing a running average over 4.5 s in171
order to adapt them to the sampling rate of the fast plasma instrument (FPI) data in fast172
survey mode [Pollock et al., 2016], shown in panels (c) to (g). They show the ion omni-173
directional differential energy flux, the ion velocity ®V in GSE, the ion density N , the par-174
allel and perpendicular ion temperatures T‖ and T⊥, and the dynamic pressure using only175
the x-component of the velocity Pdyn,x = NmV2x . Here m is the proton mass.176
Figure 3. MMS1 magnetosheath measurements in the interval of interest downstream of the quasi-parallel
shock. From top to bottom: FGM observations of (a) ®B in GSE, (b) | ®B |, and FPI measurements of (c) ion
omni-directional differential energy flux, (d) ion velocity ®V , (e) ion density N , (f) ion parallel and perpendic-
ular temperatures T‖ and T⊥ in blue and red, and (g) dynamic pressure Pdyn,x = NmV2x in black and solar
wind dynamic pressures as given by the OMNI data set in red (half and one quarter thereof in blue and green).
The dynamic pressure maximum at 05:53:01 UT reaches 7.9 nPa (outside the plot range). The 18 jets iden-
tified between 05:51:50 and 06:50:00 UT are marked with dotted vertical lines and numbered at the top of
the figure. The black bars between panels depict the burst data interval shown in subsequent figures, between
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As evidenced by the high ion densities N in comparison to the solar wind (panel e)186
and the characteristic ion energy fluxes (panel c), MMS was in the magnetosheath over187
the entire interval of interest. The velocity data in panel (d) exhibits a series of large tran-188
sient increases, particularly in negative Vx and correspondingly in | ®V |. These increases189
are magnetosheath high-speed jets, as can be seen in the dynamic pressure data shown in190
panel (g). In that panel, the solar wind dynamic pressure as well as half and one quarter191
of it are shown in red, blue, and green, respectively. We define a jet by the ratio between192
the magnetosheath and solar wind dynamic pressures: That ratio should surpass 1/2, and193
adjacent intervals where that ratio exceeds 1/4 comprise the jet intervals [Plaschke et al.,194
2013]. With this definition, there are 18 jets in the interval of interest between 05:51:50195
and 06:50:00 UT.196
By using the ratio of dynamic pressures for jet identification, we intend to avoid the197
selection of directly driven, global magnetosheath dynamic pressure enhancements, which198
are caused merely by increases in solar wind dynamic pressure. It should be noted, how-199
ever, that the OMNI data cannot resolve well any short term variations in solar wind dy-200
namic pressure, which could potentially be identified as jets. Hence, we also check the201
(less accurate but more frequent) Geotail plasma data for short term dynamic pressure202
variations. Within the low cone angle interval (between 05:36:12 and 06:48:23 UT), we203
find variation amplitudes to be (significantly) lower than 100% of the mean dynamic pres-204
sure, while our definition of jets requires higher amplitudes for jet identification (at least205
100%). This result indicates that none of the 18 jets identified in this this study may be206
explained just by solar wind dynamic pressure increases.207
Within each of the jet intervals, we search for the maximum in dynamic pressure208
ratio. These maxima are marked with dotted lines in Figure 3. The positions of these209
lines obviously correspond very well with enhancements in negative Vx and | ®V |, as ex-210
pected. As can be seen in panel (e), the majority of jets is associated with (slight) density211
increases, although sometimes these increases do not stand out from the overall density212
fluctuation level. This observation is in agreement with Archer and Horbury [2013], who213
find jets to be associated with a range of density variations (positive and negative), tending214
towards density increases rather than decreases. Similarly, we see jets tending to but not215
always being associated with temperature decreases (panel f) and magnetic field increases216
(panel b).217
We may check to which extent maxima in −Vx , N , | ®B | or minima in T correspond218
to increases in dynamic pressure. Obviously, the correspondence is excellent with respect219
to −Vx . All maxima in −Vx are associated with increases in dynamic pressure Pdyn,x , and220
the correlation coefficient between V2x and Pdyn,x is 0.96. Hence, the dynamic pressure221
is strongly velocity dominated, since the correlation coefficient between N and Pdyn,x222
is only 0.58. Nevertheless, stronger maxima in N also generally coincide with maxima223
in Pdyn,x . This relationship is far less obvious when checking T⊥ or T‖ minima or | ®B |224
maxima against Pdyn,x maxima. Clearly, there are many transient enhancements | ®B | that225
are not associated with particular enhancements in −Vx or Pdyn,x . Interestingly, the x-226
component of the magnetic field (Bx) seems to be much closer associated with the occur-227
rence of jets. That component is shown in blue in panel (a). The correlation coefficients228
of Bx and | ®B | with Vx are −0.52 and −0.29, respectively. Hence, Bx is more similar to229
−Vx than | ®B |. Note that By and Bz are also, to some extent, associated with −Vy and −Vz ,230
respectively, as can be seen in Table 1, which shows an overview of correlation coeffi-231
cients.232
2.3 Leading Jet Observations235
MMS burst observations are only available for the leading jet number 1, enabling236
us to take advantage of the high time-resolution of the MMS measurements (burst sam-237
pling period of FGM: 8 ms, FPI ion moments: 150 ms). These data are shown in Figure238
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients pertaining to different quantity pairs: Time series of quantities in the
interval of interest between 05:51:50 and 06:50:00 UT were cross-correlated.
233
234
Pdyn,x Vx Vy Vz
V2x 0.96 -0.87 0.16 0.10
N 0.58 -0.44 0.33 0.24
T‖ -0.37 0.13 -0.31 -0.19
T⊥ -0.46 0.37 -0.26 -0.12
Bx 0.39 -0.52 -0.16 0.11
By -0.17 0.07 -0.48 0.22
Bz -0.16 0.04 -0.16 -0.43
| ®B | 0.38 -0.29 0.33 0.25
4. From top to bottom, the figure shows ®B from MMS1, the current density ®J determined239
by the four-spacecraft curlometer method [e.g., Dunlop et al., 2002], MMS1 FPI ion omni-240
directional differential energy flux, ®V , N , T‖ , T⊥, plasma beta, Pdyn,x , and the local mag-241
netosonic Mach number Mms. From the figure it is immediately visible that the internal242
structure of this leading jet is very rich.243
The magnetic field (panel a) exhibits numerous fluctuations. Between 05:52:39 and252
05:52:44 UT compressional quasi-periodic variations are observed that are associated253
with fluctuating current densities (panel b). Major rotations in the magnetic field are ob-254
served around 05:52:50 UT, between approximately 05:53:18 and 05:53:28 UT, and af-255
ter 05:53:38 UT; all of these rotations also show up in the current density data. Further-256
more, the magnetic fields are different at the beginning and the end of the interval. At257
the beginning, at 05:52:34 UT, ®B = (6, −28, −16) nT, and at the end, at 05:53:53 UT,258
®B = (24, 1, 15) nT. So the jet marks a transition from a mostly −y-aligned field to more259
radially x-aligned magnetic field. Note that Bx only becomes the dominant component at260
the very end of the burst data interval. Hence, over larger parts of that interval (B2y+B2z )1/2261
is larger than Bx . The measurements in | ®B | range from 7 to 54 nT, showing the highly262
compressional nature of the variations, even within such a short interval.263
Variations are also seen in the temperature (panel f) and, more clearly, in the den-264
sity data (panel e). Variations in T⊥ reach 570 eV/s, and those in N reach 34 cm−3/s at265
05:53:38 UT. At 05:53:20 UT the density increases by 25 cm−3 in just 1.65 s, and at 05:53:24266
UT a drop in density is observed of over 20 cm−3 in 1.2 s. Clearly, these large gradients267
in density and temperature could not be observed without the high time-resolution of the268
MMS measurements. Consequently, the maximum dynamic pressure calculated from the269
GSE x-component of the velocity associated with jet number 1 is 11.3 nPa (at 05:53:00),270
based on burst mode observations (Figure 4 panel h) - much higher than 7.9 nPa as deter-271
mined from fast survey data (Figure 3 panel g).272
Interestingly, even at the level of substructures of a jet, there is a correspondence273
between variations in velocity and magnetic field. This is highlighted by the black verti-274
cal dashed lines in panels (a) and (d) of Figure 4. The lines coincide with local maxima275
in −Vx at 05:52:52, 05:53:00, 05:53:13, 05:53:20, 05:53:28, and 05:53:37 UT. As can be276
seen in panel (a), they also coincide with local maxima in Bx . The correlation coefficient277
between Bx and Vx for the burst data interval is, however, low: −0.22. Between By and Vy278
as well as Bz and Vz we also find anti-correlated behavior with coefficients of −0.14 and279
−0.76, respectively, the Bz to Vz anti-correlation being remarkably strong (compare with280
Table 1 for the entire interval of interest).281
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An interesting feature of this particular jet can be seen in panel (i) of Figure 4. The282
local magnetosonic Mach number Mms in the spacecraft frame of reference exceeds 1 over283
large parts of the jet interval. Hence, this jet belongs to the subset of super-magnetosonic284
jets that are observed in the subsolar magnetosheath [e.g., Savin et al., 2011; Hietala et al.,285
2012; Plaschke et al., 2013]. The 8 instances where Mms = 1 are marked in Figure 4 by286
red dotted lines; they are numbered with letters in the bottom of panel (i). Mach 1 in-287
stances A, D, E, and F are associated with local increases in temperature; larger density288
variations are seen at instances A, B, and F. However, there are also density variations of289
equal or larger scale that are not associated with Mms = 1. Instances of Mach 1 are more290
distinctly reflected in the current density ®J. All but instances D and E (very short excur-291
sion below Mms = 1) are at or adjacent to noticeable current density enhancements. In292
order to investigate the nature of these current density enhancements and corresponding293
magnetic structures, we analyze their propagation speeds with respect to the jet and am-294
bient magnetosheath plasmas and compare them to the characteristic plasma speeds in the295
following sections.296
3 Timing Analysis of Magnetic Structures297
The motion of jets is usually defined by the motion of the ions, here specifically in298
the GSE x-direction, which corresponds to the main ion velocity direction. This ion mo-299
tion, however, is not necessarily coincident with the motion of structures (current sheets)300
or waves (wave fronts) that manifest themselves as fluctuations of the magnetic field.301
To obtain the velocity ®Vs of structures/fluctuations in the magnetic field, and thereby307
the propagation velocity of waves and/or current sheets, we perform a timing analysis with308
the method detailed in Plaschke et al. [2016b], using 3 s long sliding intervals. This inter-309
val length allows for a good time resolution of ®Vs while keeping its noise low. Magnetic310
field data ®B from each 3 s long interval measured by MMS 2, 3, and 4 are compared with311
data from MMS 1, from an equally long interval (3 s), time shifted by τ. The averages of312
the components are subtracted from the magnetic field data, yielding modified vector time313
series ®̃B1, ®̃B2, ®̃B3, and ®̃B4 for MMS 1, 2, 3, and 4. For each spacecraft pair MMS 1 and 2,314
1 and 3, and 1 and 4, we compute the cross-correlation P(τ), for instance [Equation 2 in315














P12, P13, and P14 are computed for each possible value of τ, which ranges between ±2 s318
in steps of ∆τ = (1/128) s, which is the burst FGM data sampling period. By using ®̃B319
instead of ®B, we ensure that magnetic field fluctuations in all directions contribute equally320
to the cross-correlations P12, P13, and P14. Otherwise, they would be most sensitive to321
compressional magnetic field fluctuations, directed along the magnetic field.322
The maxima in P12(τ), P13(τ), and P14(τ) are reached for certain values of τ, which323
we denote as lag times τ12, τ13, and τ14. From the leading jet observations, we obtain ab-324
solute lag times between 0 and 0.24 s, and an average absolute lag time of 0.076 s. Based325
on the lag times, we can compute velocities and propagation directions ®Vs of the structures326
via [see Harvey, 1998]:327
R · ®Vs/| ®Vs |2 = ®τ (2)328
Here, the matrix R = (®r1 − ®r2, ®r1 − ®r3, ®r1 − ®r4)T contains the vectors pointing between the329
respective spacecraft and the vector ®τ is defined as: ®τ = (τ12, τ13, τ14)T. The structure ve-330
locity ®Vs is shown in panel (b) of Figure 5. It is important to note that the direction of ®Vs331
is the normal direction of current sheets or wave fronts passing over the spacecraft con-332
figuration, and its absolute value is the velocity of those sheets/fronts along their normal333
direction.334
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By using the timing analysis, we implicitly assume features in the magnetic field335
to be well represented by plane wave fronts (planar assumption) over the size of the space-336
craft configuration: Inter-spacecraft distances ranged between 31.3 and 38.4 km at 05:53:00337
UT. Furthermore, the tetrahedral spacecraft configuration was well-satisfied: The geomet-338
ric factor is QGM = 2.96 for the leading jet interval [Robert et al., 1998].339
All the maxima of the cross-correlation functions P (Equation 1) are above 0.78340
within the jet interval. The maximal angular uncertainty of the velocity computations341
can be estimated with Equation (1) of Plaschke et al. [2016b]: arcsin(Vs ∆t/s), where342
Vs ≤ 400 km/s is the structure velocity, ∆t is the error in timing, which we assume to343
be the burst data sampling period and resolution of τ of ∆τ = (1/128) s, and s ≈ 35 km344
is a measure of the spacecraft separation distance. With these numbers, we obtain an up-345
per limit for the angular uncertainty of approximately 5◦. An upper limit of the error in346
velocity ∆Vs can be estimated via:347
∆Vs = V2s ∆t/s (3)348
We obtain ∆Vs ≤ 37 km/s assuming Vs ≤ 400 km/s. As can be seen in panel (f) of Figure349
5, ∆Vs is time-dependent (as are Vs and, in principle, s) and usually much smaller than350
37 km/s.351
The structure velocity ®Vs can be split into the magnetic field-parallel component Vs‖352
(shown in red panel c of Figure 5) and the part of ®Vs perpendicular to ®B: Vs⊥ (red line,353
panel d). Both panels (c) and (d) show also the ion velocity components in the same di-354
rections: V‖ and V⊥ in blue. It is apparent that structures in the magnetic field do not355
seem to have a large velocity component parallel to the field. V‖ is (much) larger than356
Vs‖ throughout the jet interval. This indicates that the normal directions ®Vs/| ®Vs | of the357
structures, wave fronts, or current sheets are oriented primarily perpendicular to the lo-358
cal magnetic fields. This can be understood, e.g., in terms of current sheets at tangential359
discontinuities or at rotational discontinuities with small normal magnetic fields.360
In stark contrast therewith, the structure and ion velocities along ®Vs⊥ coincide very364
well (see panel d of Figure 5). This indicates that the current sheets or structures within365
the jet are mainly (to a first order) convected with the plasma, as illustrated in Figure 6.366
This statement does not mean, that the plasma is absolutely dominating the motion of367
fields and structures, as evidenced by the plasma beta inside the jet shown in panel (g)368
of Figure 4. The plasma beta within the jet and, in particular, at larger current sheets is369
around or not much larger than unity. The magnetic field, hence, should still have the abil-370
ity to influence the motion of the plasma.371
In detail, however, the ion velocity does differ sometimes within the jet from the382
structure velocity in the direction normal to structure fronts or current sheets. Panel (b)383
of Figure 7 depicts this velocity difference Vdiff = ( ®V − ®Vs) · ( ®Vs/| ®Vs |) in black. The un-384
certainty in this velocity difference (due to our estimated structure velocities) is shown in385
the shaded yellow areas as Vdiff ± ∆Vs. Times at which Vdiff deviates less than ∆Vs from386
0 km/s are indicated by a red bar at the bottom of panel (b) and at the top of panel (c).387
At those instances, structures in the magnetic field move at the same speed as the ambi-388
ent plasma and current sheets are likely to be tangential discontinuities, as no plasma flow389
across them is detected.390
When Vdiff is non-vanishing, then we may check if it coincides with the Alfvén ve-391
locity VAn normal to structures/wave fronts, indicating the presence of a rotational discon-392
tinuity, an Alfvén wave, or (in theory) an intermediate shock (unlikely to be stable). VAn393
with its sign adapted to the sign of Vdiff is shown in green in panel (b) of Figure 7. Times394
at which ±VAn agrees with Vdiff within the uncertainty ∆Vs are indicated by a green bar at395
the bottom of the panel.396
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To check if the Vdiff excursions and corresponding current sheets could be associated397










2 − 4C2s V2A cos2 θBn
)
(4)399
with respect to the upstream flow. Here, θBn is the angle between the structure normal400
vectors ®Vs/| ®Vs | and the magnetic field directions ®B/| ®B |. Vfast/slow are shown in light and401
dark blue, respectively, in panel (c) of Figure 7. The upstream plasma flow has to be mea-402
sured before/after the current sheets if Vdiff is lower/higher than zero, as the plasma is403
found to move slower/faster than the sheets. Hence, we recompute Vdiff using ion velocity404
measurements time-shifted by ±2 s; this quantity (|Vdiff,up |) is shown in black in panel (c)405
of Figure 7. The yellow area around it depicts again the associated uncertainty ∆Vs. Times406
at which |Vdiff,up | ≈ Vslow (approximately equal taking into account the uncertainty ∆Vs) are407
marked by a blue bar at the top of panel (c). Just based on the velocity, they could indi-408
cate times of slow shocks, though their appearance would seem to be unlikely. Times of409
|Vdiff,up | ≈ Vfast would suggest the presence of a fast shock.410
4 Discussion411
4.1 Motion of Structures and Current Sheets412
For the subsequent discussion, we select a few times of interest (TOIs) within jet413
number 1, at which prominent current sheets or plasma flows normal to those sheets/structures414
were observed. These times of interest are marked with black dotted lines in Figure 7 and415
are numbered with roman numerals at the top of that figure. The times are: 05:52:48.8,416
05:52:51.1, 05:53:21.5, 05:53:25.0, 05:53:29.2, 05:53:36.7, and 05:53:38.4 UT. Note that417
the findings and discussions on the TOIs are also summarized in Table 2.418
As can be seen in panel (c) of Figure 7, Vfast is always much larger than |Vdiff,up |.419
Hence, there is no fast shock within jet number 1. The fast jet plasma is not super-magnetosonic420
with respect to the plasma ahead, so that a fast shock could develop inside the jet. Note,421
however, that the ion velocity becomes super-magnetosonic in the frame of reference of422
the spacecraft and therefore likely the magnetopause (see panel i of Figure 4), with which423
the jet is destined to collide given its direction of motion. Thus, at some point closer to424
the magnetopause, a shock may develop as seen, for instance, by Hietala et al. [2012], due425
to the plasma ahead of the jet slowing down when approaching the magnetopause bound-426
ary. Note that the plasma inside the jet is super-magnetosonic not only because the ion427
velocity is larger, but also because the magnetosonic velocity Vms is lower than in the am-428
bient magnetosheath (see panel d of Figure 7). Jet plasma appears to be more similar to429
solar wind plasma, i.e., less thermalized with respect to the magnetosheath plasma sur-430
rounding it [e.g., Plaschke et al., 2013].431
During 37% of the time interval of jet number 1, magnetic field structures are sim-432
ply propagating with the plasma, without any plasma flow normal to the structures when433
taking into account the uncertainty ∆Vs, illustrated by the red bars in panels (b) and (c) of434
Figure 7. This holds in particular for the current sheet at TOI I, at the beginning of the435
jet, which may be characterized as tangential discontinuity.436
At TOI II, instead, Vdiff > 0. Hence, the current sheet observed at that time is ac-437
tually overtaken by the plasma while both (plasma and current sheet) propagate toward438
the magnetopause. In other words, the current sheet propagates backward, away from the439
magnetopause in the frame of reference of the ambient plasma, but is convected towards440
the magnetopause by the flow. We find Vdiff ≈ VAn (within the margin of error ∆Vs), sug-441
gesting that the current sheet could be a rotational discontinuity or an intermediate shock.442
The latter would exhibit a change in thermal and magnetic pressures across the current443
sheet. The question whether such pressure changes are observed is addressed below.444
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In general, at the beginning of the jet until about 05:52:55 UT and at the end of the445
jet after about 05:53:30 UT, magnetic field structures appear to be propagating backward,446
i.e., toward the bow shock and against the flow in the plasma’s frame of reference (Vdiff >447
0). In the central part of the jet, instead, the magnetic field structures mostly overtake the448
plasma, i.e., structures move toward the magnetopause faster than the plasma (Vdiff < 0).449
Larger deviations of Vdiff from zero are seen between 05:52:56 and 05:53:15 UT,450
and at TOIs III to VI. The interval (between 05:52:56 and 05:53:15 UT) does not encom-451
pass any significant current density enhancements. This could suggest that we are seeing452
waves propagating in the direction of plasma motion with excess velocity relative to that453
motion. The velocities Vdiff only reach values up to about 70 km/s, which is smaller than454




depicted in panel (d) of Figure 7. Note that this observation holds in general, for the en-456
tire jet interval, reducing the likelihood of propagating fast magnetosonic or sound waves.457
The Alfvén velocity normal to the wave fronts VAn is in general lower than Vdiff , but often458
within the uncertainty ∆Vs (see panel b of Figure 7), hence, suggesting that waves within459
the mentioned interval (between 05:52:56 and 05:53:15 UT) could be Alfvén waves propa-460
gating at a large angle to the direction of the ambient magnetic field.461
TOIs III and IV are clearly associated with current density enhancements, while462
TOIs V and VI are not. It is clear that the relatively large Vdiff excludes the possibility of463
the current sheets at TOIs III and IV to be tangential discontinuities. Furthermore, from464
the four TOIs III to VI, only at TOI VI Vdiff ≈ VAn holds, suggesting the presence of an465
Alfvén wave, as there is no discontinuity at this particular time. Hence, current sheets at466
TOIs III and IV are probably not rotational discontinuities. This also holds for the current467
sheet at TOI VII, whose Vdiff is not that large (in comparison to Vdiff at TOIs III to VI),468
though large enough to deviate from zero and from VAn by more than the uncertainty ∆Vs.469
Interestingly, the current sheets at TOIs III and VII, propagate with a velocity close470
to Vslow with respect to the upstream plasma, i.e., the ambient plasma that moves towards471
the sheet. In theory, this fact could be seen as a slight indication in favor of the hypothe-472
sis that the current sheets might be slow shocks, without further checking the jump con-473
ditions across the current sheet or whether such a shock would actually be stable. We ad-474
dress this hypothesis again below.475
4.2 Pressures476
Across a shock (unlike across a rotational discontinuity) the thermal pressure should477
change. We see that density and temperature variations are significant within the lead-478
ing jet, but also that the two quantities are anti-correlated, moderating variability in the479
thermal pressure Pthermal = NT⊥. It is shown in panel (a) of Figure 8 in blue. Pthermal480
varies between 0.57 and 1.56 nPa. Note that we neglect here the pressure anisotropy and481
also the electron contribution to the thermal pressure. The latter assumption is justified as482
T⊥,electrons is significantly smaller than T⊥,ions over the leading jet interval, on average by a483
factor of ∼ 7. When calculating the isotropic pressure from both parallel and perpendicu-484
lar pressures, we see that the difference to Pthermal as calculated above is also small, justi-485
fying the former assumption: On average, 2T⊥ + T‖ differs from 3T⊥ by less than 5%, as486
T‖/T⊥ ∼ 0.86 (see panel f of Figure 4). Correspondingly, the (average) modification factor487
to the normal Alfvén velocity VAn due to the pressure anisotropy (1 − µ0N(T‖ − T⊥)/B2)1/2488
is also small: ∼ 1.1.489
Panel (a) of Figure 8 shows also the magnetic pressure Pmag = B2/(2µ0) in green.493
Pthermal and Pmag are clearly anti-correlated, the correlation coefficient being −0.86 after494
subtracting the linear trends from both quantities. As can be seen, the sum of Pthermal and495
Pmag exhibits less variability (panel a). On the scale of panel (b), Pthermal + Pmag is essen-496
tially constant. Hence, the substructures seen within the jet are mainly pressure balance497
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structures when taking into account thermal and magnetic pressures. Some major varia-498
tions in Pthermal + Pmag are seen though at the current sheets at TOIs III and IV.499
At TOI III, Pmag has a local minimum and Pthermal exhibits a decrease. The associ-500
ated current sheet has been found to propagate faster than the plasma away from the bow501
shock (negative Vdiff). Hence, the measurements before/after TOI III correspond to the502
upstream/downstream side. As can be seen in Figure 8, Pthermal is larger upstream than503
downstream, which contradicts the hypothesis of this current sheet pertaining to a slow504
shock. At TOI VII, we only observe a local dip in Pthermal, embedded in an overall in-505
crease (also in Pmag), but no jump across the current sheet, which also deviates from ex-506
pectations with respect to a slow shock.507
Such a jump is observed at TOI II. The current sheet observed at that time propa-508
gates away from the bow shock slower than the plasma. Hence, measurements before/after509
TOI II pertain to the downstream/upstream plasma. It is apparent that Pthermal increases510
from the upstream to the downstream side. Furthermore, Pmag decreases by the same511
amount so that sum of the two pressures remains constant. These findings support the512
hypothesis (but are not at all conclusive evidence) of the current sheet at TOI II pertain-513
ing to an intermediate shock, under the assumption of pressure isotropy. When taking514
into account the small pressure anisotropy that is observed, however, then only the sum515
of Pthermal and Pmag need to be continuous over a rotational discontinuity. Hence, at TOI516
II also the presence of a rotational discontinuity cannot be ruled out.517
Over the entire interval of jet number 1, there is a trend for the sum of both Pthermal518
and Pmag to decrease, possibly as the jet marks the transition of the magnetosheath down-519
stream of the quasi-perpendicular to the quasi-parallel shock. Adding the dynamic pres-520
sure Pdyn,x to Pthermal + Pmag yields the red graph in panel (b) of Figure 8. Apparently,521
the dynamic pressure during the jet interval becomes an order of magnitude larger than522
the thermal and magnetic pressures. At the beginning and end of the interval, however,523
Pdyn,x < Pthermal + Pmag. There the thermal pressure dominates as usual in the subsolar524
magnetosheath.525
This can also be seen in Figure 9, which depicts the same quantities as 8 for the530
interval of interest, comprising jets 1 to 18. Unfortunately, MMS burst data are only avail-531
able for jet number 1, making it hard to check whether pressure balance between Pthermal532
and Pmag is maintained internally on small time scales within the other jets 2 to 18, as533
well. Nevertheless, Figure 9 confirms the well-known dominance of the dynamic pressure534
during jet observations and, furthermore, shows that there is a tendency for jets to coin-535
cide with smaller increases in thermal pressure with respect to the ambient sheath plasma,536
as well.537
4.3 Interaction with Ambient Magnetosheath Plasma538
We can compare ®V and ®Vs with a reference velocity of plasma moving through the539
magnetosheath at the location of MMS. As can be seen in panel (d) of Figure 3, the mag-540
netosheath interval of observation downstream of the quasi-parallel shock is character-541
ized by large fluctuations in velocity. The mean velocity during that interval (05:51:50542
to 06:50:00 UT) is (−92.8,−25.2,−4.5) km/s in GSE. This can be truly regarded as the543
average flow velocity at the point of observations, as the mean velocity from the quieter544
intervals surrounding the interval of interest is basically the same: We average ion ve-545
locity measurements from 05:38 to 05:50 UT and from 06:52 to 07:01 UT and obtain546
(−96.7,−22.0, 1.7) km/s in GSE. The average of the two velocities is ®Vref = (−94.7,−23.6,−1.4) km/s.547
We use this as a reference velocity. It is illustrated by black solid lines in Figure 10, which548
also shows the three components of the ion velocity ®V during the interval of interest.549
The differences ( ®Vref − ®Vs) · ( ®Vs/| ®Vs |) and ( ®Vref − ®V) · ( ®V/| ®V |) are shown in panel553
(e) of Figure 7. They are (strongly) negative throughout the interval of jet 1. Hence, the554
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current sheets/structures within the jet and also the jet plasma catch up with the plasma555
ahead of it in the magnetosheath. If we assume the jet to be impenetrable to the ambient556
plasma, which is not unreasonable to believe, since we see plasma mainly co-moving with557
structures perpendicular to ®B (see panel d or Figure 5), even overtaking structures at the558
beginning of the jet interval (Vdiff > 0, see panel b of Figure 7), then the plasma ahead of559
the jet could (i) be accelerated in jet-direction and contribute to that jet or (ii) be pushed560
out of the region ahead of the jet.561
In case (i), we would expect the jet to pick up plasma ahead. Furthermore, the mag-562
netic field and density should become enhanced at the front as a result of a snow plow563
effect. Jet 1 itself does not seem to exhibit such a behavior. The density is largest in the564
middle of that jet and there is no distinct front discernible in the jet observations. How-565
ever, there is an indication that there is an increase in Pthermal ahead of jet 1 (see Figure566
9), driven by an increase in temperature (see panel f of Figure 3). Note that the corre-567
spondence of increased density and velocity in the middle of the jet would be expected568
if the jet could be defined as a compressional wave traveling through the magnetosheath569
plasma. However, in this case the temperatures should not drop and the pressure Pthermal +570
Pmag should maximize within the jet, contrary to observations. This option would also vi-571
olate the assumption of the jet being impenetrable to ambient plasma.572
In case (ii), if the jet were of global scale, i.e., a dynamic pressure enhancement573
along the former IMF discontinuity [see, Lin et al., 1996a,b], the plasma between the jet574
and the magnetopause would have to be squeezed out, leading to dominant plasma ve-575
locities tangential to any jet front. As can be seen in Figure 5, at the beginning of the576
jet, the dominant velocity component of ®V is parallel to ®Vs, i.e., parallel to the structure-577
normal direction, in contrast to the expected behavior. Ahead of the jet, however, there is578
a noticeable increase in −Vy and Vz and a decrease in −Vx ( ®V = (−78, −101, 47) km/s579
at 05:52:30 UT) that could indicate a motion of evasion of that plasma (see Figure 10 just580
before jet 1). Note that at the beginning of jet number 1, we see ®Vs = (−121,−90, 57) km/s,581
i.e., ®Vs/| ®Vs | = (−0.75,−0.56, 0.35), which is not very different from the normal vector582
®nD = (−0.36,−0.69, 0.63) of the IMF discontinuity. Similar values of ®Vs/| ®Vs | are also583
obtained for other instances within jet 1, as can be seen in Figure 5. It is suggested that584
some of the structures seen within jet 1 pertain to the IMF discontinuity, tilted towards x585
when passing through the bow shock. As discussed by Archer et al. [2012], the IMF dis-586
continuity could also split into smaller entities of high dynamic pressure. In this case, the587
evasion of plasma ahead of those could also be local and the jet front tangential velocities588
associated therewith would not have to be large.589
Although there are certainly similarities between jet 1 and jets 2 to 18, there are590
characteristics of jet 1 that make it distinct from the other jets. Jet number 1 has by far591
the highest dynamic pressure within the interval of interest, and it is linked to the transi-592
tion from the quasi-perpendicular to the quasi-parallel bow shock. Jets 2 to 18, instead,593
are rather related to the presence of (not the transition to) the quasi-parallel bow shock;594
they are possibly generated due to bow shock rippling, as detailed in Hietala et al. [2009,595
2012]. Downstream of the “steady” quasi-parallel shock, jets of limited scale are expected596
and, indeed, found to be much more prevalent than large scale jets [Plaschke et al., 2016a].597
Correspondingly, if jets push plasma aside when propagating through the magne-598
tosheath, that process should have local character. It should manifest itself in ambient599
magnetosheath plasma, in the vicinity of jets, being accelerated in perpendicular and op-600
posite directions to the jet’s direction of propagation. That ambient plasma should, hence,601
slow down in its anti-sunward motion, and may even start moving in sunward direction in602
the Earth’s frame of reference, as illustrated in Figure 11. Karimabadi et al. [2014] ob-603
serve this sunward plasma motion in simulations as a reaction to jets penetrating the mag-604
netosheath. As they point out, jets would in that way be stirring the magnetosheath and be605
a source of additional turbulence.606
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In agreement with that picture, we see large fluctuations in the ion velocity around608
the reference velocity ®Vref , as evidenced in Figure 10. Between jet observations that are609
marked by vertical black dotted lines, Vx − Vref,x is often positive. Hence, ambient plasma610
is found to move slower there, in the anti-sunward direction, with respect to the plasma611
motion that is expected at the location of MMS1. At four instances marked by arrows in612
Figure 10, at 06:17:50, 06:30:49, 06:33:58, and 06:36:22 UT, Vx even turns positive in613
GSE, indicating sunward magnetosheath plasma motion in the Earth’s frame of reference.614
We interpret this as a possible indication of jets passing by in the vicinity of the MMS615
spacecraft, and MMS observing the ambient plasma evade the jets.616
It should be noted, however, that the observations cannot be regarded as fully con-617
clusive evidence, as the MMS spacecraft configuration is too tight to observe both, the618
jet (cause) and the sunward moving plasma (effect) outside of the jet’s way, at the same619
time. Hence, it is also possible that the sunward motion of plasma may have been caused620
by another mechanism. Alternatively, the sunward motion of magnetosheath plasma and621
the anti-sunward propagation of jets may also be seen as representatives of the tails of622
the Vx distribution, which is known to be significantly broadened downstream of the quasi-623
parallel shock in comparison to the quieter magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-perpendicular624
shock [e.g., Němeček et al., 2000, 2002].625
Furthermore, jet 1 and most of the jets 2 to 18 have in common that there is a cor-628
respondence between −Vx and Bx , even on a sub-jet level. We suggest this correspondence629
to be the direct consequence of fast jet plasma moving through slower ambient magne-630
tosheath plasma, as illustrated in Figure 12: To the first order, structures are convected631
with the jet; the hydrodynamic plasma motion modifies the magnetic field in the vicinity632
of the jet as indicated by the green line. Thereby, a region in the jet and also behind it633
should appear, in which the magnetic field is opposed to the jet’s flow direction. This is in634
agreement with our observations of anti-correlation of Vx and Bx , Vy and By , and well as635
Vz and Bz . Note that correlation instead of anti-correlation is expected, if the IMF points636
in anti-sunward direction at the quasi-parallel bow shock, where jets are generated. Fur-637
ther in agreement with this picture, we observe V‖ to dominate over V⊥ and V⊥⊥ at the end638
of jet 1, as can be seen in panels (c) to (e) of Figure 5.639
With respect to the jets’ magnetic field, our observations are also in good agreement640
with simulation results by Karimabadi et al. [2014]. In their simulations, the IMF is nearly641
radial ahead of the bow shock. Within the magnetosheath, jets are associated with regions642
of radial magnetic field as well, similar to the upstream field, in contrast to ambient mag-643
netosheath plasma outside of jets.644
5 Summary and Conclusions645
On 27 December 2015, an IMF discontinuity changed the character of the dayside646
subsolar terrestrial bow shock from quasi-perpendicular to quasi-parallel. The four MMS647
spacecraft were located downstream of the bow shock, in the magnetosheath region. They648
observed a leading jet, associated with the IMF discontinuity and with the change in char-649
acter of the bow shock, and a subsequent series of jets that appeared downstream of the650
“steady” quasi-parallel shock. The leading jet was, by far, the strongest, i.e., it exhibited651
the largest dynamic pressure of Pdyn,x = 11.3 nPa. High time-resolution burst mode mea-652
surements are available for this jet. All jets were characterized by a transient increase in653
−Vx and Pdyn,x = NmV2x , so that Pdyn,x in the magnetosheath surpassed half the solar654
wind’s dynamic pressure.655
As previously reported, jets tend to be associated with increases in density, magnetic656
field strength, and temperature, though this correspondence is not one-to-one. Further-657
more, we see for the first time −Vx , −Vy , and −Vz to be correlated with Bx , By , and Bz ,658
respectively. This holds also within the leading jet, on a smaller scale substructure level,659
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and confirms earlier simulation results by Karimabadi et al. [2014]: Jets’ prominent −Vx660
velocity increases are associated with Bx increases, Bx being the main IMF component.661
The reason is possibly the high velocity with which jets move through slower ambient662
magnetosheath plasma, thereby straightening the magnetic field on their way.663
Ahead of the jets, the slower ambient plasma needs to be compressed and acceler-664
ated in the jets’ propagation direction or be pushed aside. We see little indication for the665
former option. There is, however, some evidence for evasive plasma motion in the ambi-666
ent magnetosheath ahead of the leading jet and between observations of subsequent jets,667
in the form of sunward plasma motion even in the Earth’s frame of reference. In this case,668
jets would be stirring the magnetosheath plasma [Karimabadi et al., 2014]. As expected,669
the long-term average flow velocity at the location of the MMS spacecraft is equal be-670
fore and after the IMF discontinuity changes the character of the bow shock from quasi-671
perpendicular to quasi-parallel; the fluctuation level, however, is much higher after.672
The plasma ahead of a jet can only evade that jet if information travels faster in the673
magnetosheath than the jet propagates, i.e., if the jet is sub-magnetosonic in the frame674
of reference of the ambient magnetosheath. We find the fastest leading jet plasma to be675
super-magnetosonic in the spacecraft frame of reference, due to increased velocity and676
lower magnetosonic speed within the jet, plasma there being more similar to the solar677
wind than the ambient magnetosheath plasma. In the frame of reference of the plasma678
ahead, the leading jet is not super-magnetosonic. Accordingly, we find no evidence of a679
fast shock at the beginning of the jet or anywhere within the jet. However, as the jet ap-680
proaches the magnetopause, a shock might develop as the plasma ahead of the jet slows681
down [Hietala et al., 2012].682
In fact, magnetic field structures/variations due to current sheets or waves within683
the leading jet are found to move basically at equal speed to the jet plasma. The struc-684
ture/sheet normals are found to be oriented mainly perpendicular to the local magnetic685
fields, and their motion is, to the first order, in good agreement with the local plasma ve-686
locity. Hence, structures are mainly convected with the jet plasma flow.687
In detail, however, there are sometimes small non-vanishing plasma flows across688
structures/current sheets with velocity differences of less than 100 km/s. These flows are689
such that the plasma tends to overtake structures at the beginning and end of the leading690
jet (i.e., structures moving toward the bow shock in the plasma’s frame of reference), cu-691
riously where the plasma is relatively slow, while structures are found to move faster than692
the plasma toward the magnetopause in the central part of the jet, where the plasma veloc-693
ity maximizes. Hence, within the jet, structures propagate forward in the jet’s core region,694
and backward outside of that region.695
In general, the leading jet observations reveal that the internal structure of that jet696
is very rich, exhibiting large amplitude density, temperature, and magnetic field variations697
over small scales/short periods of time. The density and temperatures are found to be anti-698
correlated in the jet, which limits the variability in the thermal pressure Pthermal. Never-699
theless, significant fluctuations are found in Pthermal which are essentially compensated by700
the magnetic pressure Pmag. Hence, structures within the leading jet are, to the first order,701
pressure balance structures, without taking into account the dynamic pressure.702
Based on the relative velocities of plasma and structures, it is suggested that two703
current sheets observed in the front part of the leading jet (at TOIs I and II) could be a704
tangential discontinuity and an intermediate shock or a rotational discontinuity, respec-705
tively, notwithstanding that an intermediate shock may not stable. Other current sheets706
could not be successfully categorized, as either their propagation speeds and/or the ther-707
mal pressure variations across them do not match with expectations. However, other struc-708
tures not related to significant current density enhancements are observed to move with709
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speeds close to the normal Alfvén velocity, suggesting the presence of Alfvén waves in-710
side the jet (see Table 2 for a summary of the findings).711
5.1 Outlook712
Revealing the internal structure and inner workings of magnetosheath high-speed jets713
is a key element to understanding how they can interact with the magnetopause, e.g., in714
terms of triggering magnetopause reconnection. Clearly, this study can only be regarded715
as a first step towards a full characterization of the jets’ inner structure. First and fore-716
most, the study focuses on a “special” jet that is associated with an IMF discontinuity717
and a corresponding change in bow shock character. Second, it is a case study, hence, not718
allowing to draw any general conclusions. More jets need to be studied, in particular of719
those generated at the “steady” quasi-parallel shock, to investigate whether a common in-720
ternal structure pattern exists, whether that structure is imposed/created at the bow shock,721
or to which extend it forms/evolves in the magnetosheath.722
Furthermore, this study deals with jets only in the framework of magnetohydrody-723
namic (MHD) theory. Within the leading jet, proton gyro-scales are mostly under 100 km,724
which converts to time scales of far less than a second due to the high propagation ve-725
locity of the jets. Consequently, most internal structures are (significantly) larger than726
proton gyro-scales, justifying a posteriori the MHD treatment. Nevertheless, in future727
studies, structures of kinetic nature need to be addressed as well, possibly uncovering an728
even richer picture of jets and their role in the overall thermalization process of solar wind729
plasma at and downstream of the collisionless bow shock.730
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Figure 4. Close-up of leading jet. MMS burst mode measurements on 27 December 2015 between
05:52:25 and 05:54:00 UT. From top to bottom: (a) MMS1 FGM ®B in GSE, (b) curlometer current den-
sity ®J in GSE, (c) MMS1 FPI ion omni-directional differential energy flux, (d) MMS1 FPI ®V , (e) N , (f) T‖
and T⊥ in blue and red, (g) plasma beta, (h) MMS1 Pdyn,x in black and OMNI solar wind dynamic pressures
in red (half and one quarter thereof in blue and green), and (i) local magnetosonic Mach number Mms at
MMS1 in the spacecraft’s frame of reference. The vertical black dashed lines indicate local maxima in Vx .
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Figure 5. Velocity of structures/waves ®Vs manifesting themselves as magnetic field fluctuations and com-
parison with the ion velocity ®V . From top to bottom: (a) MMS1 FPI ion velocity ®V , (b) structure velocity ®Vs,
(c) ion ®V (blue) and ®Vs (red) parallel to ®B (V‖ and Vs‖), (d) ®Vs component perpendicular to ®B (| ®Vs⊥ |, red) and
ion ®V component parallel to ®Vs⊥ (V⊥, blue), (e) absolute value of the ion velocity component perpendicular to






Figure 6. A structure/current sheet (black solid line) with normal direction locally perpendicular to ®B that
moves with the plasma at velocity ®V will propagate with velocity Vs⊥ = V⊥ along that normal direction. By
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Figure 7. Comparison of the velocities of magnetic field structures or wave fronts with characteristic
speeds of the plasma. From top to bottom: (a) Curlometer current density ®J in GSE, (b) Vdiff in black
and structure normal Alfvén velocity ±VAn adjusted to the sign of Vdiff in green, (c) |Vdiff,up | determined
with time-shifted ion velocity data upstream of structures in black, Vslow in dark blue and Vfast in light
blue, (d) Alfvén, sound, and magnetosonic velocities (VA, Cs, and Vms in blue, green, and red), and (e)
( ®Vref − ®Vs) · ( ®Vs/| ®Vs |) in red and ( ®Vref − ®V) · ( ®V/| ®V |) in blue. The yellow areas in panels (b) and (c) mark
the uncertainty level ∆Vs of Vdiff and Vdiff,up. The vertical black dotted lines mark times of interest, corre-
sponding with current density enhancements or Vdiff peaks. They are numbered with roman numerals at the
top of the figure. Colored bars in panels (b) and (c): red shows Vdiff ≈ 0 km/s, green indicates Vdiff ≈ VAn,
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Figure 8. Pressures associated with jet number 1: (a) MMS1 thermal pressure Pthermal = NT⊥ (blue), mag-
netic pressure Pmag = B2/(2µ0) (green), and the sum of the two pressures in black, and (b) sum of Pthermal +




Figure 9. Pressures in the interval of interest, derived from MMS1 fast survey data: (a) MMS1 thermal
pressure Pthermal = NT⊥ (blue), magnetic pressure Pmag = B2/(2µ0) (green), and the sum of the two pres-
sures in black, and (b) sum of Pthermal + Pmag (black) and Pthermal + Pmag + Pdyn,x (red). The vertical black
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Figure 10. Ion velocity measurements in GSE by MMS1 on 27 December 2015 between 05:48 and 06:52
UT. Reference velocity ®Vref shown in black. Dotted vertical lines mark jets 1 to 18. The arrows mark sunward




Figure 11. Illustration showing the motion of magnetosheath plasma in the vicinity of a jet.607
Figure 12. Illustration of how the plasma motion of a high-speed jet (red arrow) through slower ambient
plasma (blue arrow) modifies the magnetic field in the magnetosheath (green line).
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